back to basics

Ten things you need to know about
capacity utilisation
Ian Marcousé provides a framework of ten concepts for
your revision on operations (resource) management

Raising maximum capacity in order to produce more and sell more.
Example: Tottenham Hotspur is currently building a new stadium to increase crowd capacity from 36,000 to 61,000 (1,000 more than Arsenal).

1 Capacity

2 Capacity utilisation

The number of units that can be produced with the existing physical
and human resources.

Actual output as a percentage of maximum possible output.

Example: the Airbus A350 is produced in France (with wings made in
the UK). The Airbus factory at Le Bourget is only capable of producing
seven A350s a month, i.e. the capacity is seven A350s per month.
Advantage: knowing your capacity means knowing whether you can
accept extra customer orders or not.
Disadvantage: businesses might be too passive, failing to work to
boost capacity when needed (e.g. new super-fast machinery to get
more production from the existing floor space and staffing).

3 Cutting capacity
Lowering a company’s maximum production level.
Example: in November 2016 Marks and Spencer announced that it
would close 30 clothing stores, converting some to food-only. This
was to cut its capacity in retail clothing and homeware.
Advantage: if a company can see no realistic prospect of rebuilding
sales/demand, cutting capacity is the only way to increase
capacity utilisation.
Disadvantage: a cut to capacity (such as selling off store sites)
cannot easily be reversed if customers start to return.

6 Increasing capacity

Example: in 2017 production of the world’s biggest passenger plane
(the Airbus A380) is being cut to one plane per month, from 2–3 per
month in 2016. In 2016 Airbus said its maximum capacity for the
A380 was 30 planes a year. So it is now operating at 12/30 × 100 =
40% capacity utilisation.
Advantage: knowing your capacity utilisation helps in decision
making, e.g. perhaps Airbus needs to cut the number of staff
working on the A380.
Disadvantage: short-sighted companies may react to low capacity
utilisation through redundancies and other ways of cutting capacity,
but the cause of the low capacity utilisation may prove to be short
term, e.g. a recession.

Advantage: as long as you can be confident that higher demand exists, a boost to capacity will increase revenue and perhaps lead to significant
economies of scale.
Disadvantage: in past periods of success Birmingham City boosted ground capacity to 30,000. In 2016/17 its average attendance was 18,700,
giving it a utilisation rate of 62%.

7 Maximum capacity

8 Overutilisation

In effect this means exactly the same as ‘capacity’, i.e. the highest
production/sales rate possible from within existing physical and
human resources.

Sometimes called excess utilisation. When output is at or beyond
‘full’ capacity for a sustained period of time, causing problems
meeting customer expectations.

9 Underutilisation

Example: in the winter of 2016/17 demand for NHS emergency
services regularly exceeded the hospitals’ ability to supply. This
led to widespread failure to meet the target of 4 hours’ maximum
waiting time, and to patients spending the night on trolleys, due to
lack of bed space.

When actual output is significantly below maximum capacity.

4 Fixed costs per unit
As total fixed costs are unchanged when production changes, a fall in
utilisation means that fixed costs per unit rise. This puts a squeeze on
profit margins.
Example: if fixed costs are £1,200 a week and sales/production
falls from 600 to 400 units, the fixed costs per unit rise from £2
(£1,200/600) to £3 per unit.
Advantage: when sales and production are rising, the reverse of the
above is a huge help, i.e. falling fixed costs per unit.
Disadvantage: with some businesses, fixed costs are a high
proportion of total costs (e.g. running a hotel). For them, low capacity
utilisation leads to worryingly high fixed costs per unit.

Example: in the first half of its 2016/17 financial year, the UK airline
FlyBe had a load factor (capacity utilisation) of 72% compared with
over 90% for Ryanair and EasyJet. That means 56 empty seats per
200-seater plane.
Advantage: for a customer, low capacity utilisation might be a
delight, e.g. plenty of space in a plane, train or hotel swimming pool.

Advantage: for businesses, the struggle to meet demand is
compensated for by the hugely beneficial effect on short-term
revenues (e.g. for Uber, ‘surge’ pricing means a big boost to revenues
and profit margins when demand is excessive).
Disadvantage: those running factories, airlines and railways need
some down-time to make maintenance and safety checks. So 95%
capacity utilisation is preferable to 101%.

Disadvantage: for companies, underutilisation means high fixed
costs per unit and low profit margins.

10 Boosting utilisation
There are only two possible ways: increasing customer demand or cutting maximum capacity.
Example: for Flybe, with 56 spare seats per 200-seater plane, either find a way to sell more seats (increasing demand) or cut capacity by using
smaller, 150-seater planes.

5 Impact on margins

Advantage: boosting utilisation cuts fixed costs per customer and therefore allows higher profit margins.

The higher the capacity utilisation, the lower the fixed costs per unit, which gives a boost to profit margins. Unfortunately the reverse is also true.

Disadvantage: boosting demand might be achieved by cutting prices, but if prices are cut by more than the reduction in fixed costs per unit,
profit margins could fall, not rise.

Example: the steady decline in sales at French Connection shops meant that by 2017 its fixed overhead costs per £ of sales were higher than its
gross margins, leading to operating losses.
Advantage: working to boost capacity utilisation will have a hugely beneficial effect on margins.
Disadvantage: French Connection has suffered 8 consecutive years of decline. When consumers abandon you it can be very hard to
turn things around.
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